Efficient light-harvesting, i.e. absorption of the solar radiation and transport of this energy towards a special site, is crucial for numerous applications that use photons for driving chemical reactions, producing mechanical work or electricity. The best example of this is natural photosynthesis where the absorbed energy flows from one antenna system to another, ending up in so-called reaction centers (RC)[@b1][@b2].

There are numerous literature studies reporting very efficient transport of excited states in natural antennas, such as the peripheral antenna complex of purple bacteria LH2[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8], chlorosomes[@b9][@b10] and others[@b1]. In the light-harvesting machinery, the energy flow can be studied in great details using time-resolved and high resolution spectroscopy due to the energetic differences between donor and acceptor states[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12]. Basically, in such experiments spectral differences between donor states and acceptor states are used to monitor the energy transfer. For some light-harvesting antennas, such as LH2, the spectroscopic data can be related to the spatial location of the excitations at a given time after the light absorption. This is due to the detailed knowledge about the antennas' structure obtained through crystallography methods. Moreover, having detailed structural information together with time-resolved dynamics allows for sophisticated theoretical modeling of the excitation energy transfer (EET) in these systems[@b2][@b13][@b14].

However, assessing EET by the aforementioned methods becomes much more difficult when the states involved are spectroscopically similar (homo-EET between e.g. individual states in a single B850 ring of LH2), particularly at room temperature. This is because spectral differences between donor and acceptor states, if any, are very small. On the other hand, in such conditions EET can be detected by either fluorescence anisotropy measurements[@b5][@b6][@b9][@b11][@b12] or by exciton-exciton annihilation studies[@b15][@b16][@b17]. Again, these methods greatly benefit from knowing the structure and the size of the antennas, while becoming much less informative if these parameters are not known.

Currently, much research is focused on mimicking natural photosynthesis and natural antennas by creating artificial light-harvesting systems, for example, using ensembles of organic dyes, J-aggregates, conjugated polymers and different types of nanoparticles[@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23]. As a result, there is a need to characterize the EET properties of various molecular ensembles. Contrary to natural antenna systems where the number of chromophores and their spatial arrangement is determined in great details, structure and even size of artificial antennas is usually not well defined or only limited information is available. Therefore, the community would greatly benefit from a method to assess the EET efficiency in multichromophoric antenna systems which does not require knowledge of the system structure, as an alternative and/or complementary approach to time resolved measurements and theoretical modeling based on detailed structural information.

Such method should concentrate on the result of the EET, basically on the location of the excitation after complete relaxation, and not on the fact of EET between chromophores as such or on energy transfer rates. This is because we are interested in monitoring and quantitatively characterizing the so-called energy funneling: the ability of an individual antenna to transfer all of its absorbed energy to a single common pool of states. This terminology has been widely used when talking about artificial antennas, starting from the pioneering work on single molecule spectroscopy (SMS) of conjugated polymers (CPs)[@b24][@b25].

Single-molecule methods allow detecting the fluorescence of individual molecules, giving information beyond the ensemble average. SMS has been used to study EET in multichromophoric antennas[@b2][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33][@b34] Besides fluorescence light polarization, which will be discussed below, it is the collective fluorescence quenching (blinking) that is commonly used to detect EET[@b24][@b25][@b31][@b34]. The collective quenching of a large number of chromophores in a single antenna can only be explained by efficient energy migration towards a photo-generated quenching site. However, it remains unknown how the energy migration occurs in the undisturbed antenna, i.e. before the photo-generated quencher altered the antenna's energy landscape.

Therefore, one would like to have a method that is not based on fluorescence blinking (quenching) to answer the following two questions: (1) can the excitations travel through the antenna irrespectively of their initial location? and (2) is the transfer directional (the energy goes towards a specific place or states) or random? The answer to these questions should come in the form of a quantitative parameter that allows for comparing different antennas, potentially made of different materials and having different conformations.

The theoretical ground for a method able to answer these questions was recently reported by some of us[@b30]. This analysis procedure receives the name of single funnel approximation (SFA) and is based on a polarization-sensitive single molecule experiment called 2D polarization imaging (2D-POLIM)[@b27]. 2D-POLIM allows to correlate the polarization properties in fluorescence excitation and emission. Using the SFA, the light-harvesting of a single antenna is measured through a parameter ε - energy funneling efficiency, which tells how close the observed optical properties of an antenna are to that of a 'perfect antenna'. For example, if the antenna's fluorescence always comes from the same pool of emitting states independently on the way the antenna is excited, then this antenna has 100% funneling efficiency, corresponding to ε = 1. In other words, in a perfect antenna, the excitation energy regardless of its initial location always migrates (funnels) to the same pool of emitting sites or 'tip of the funnel'.

In the current contribution we test this method experimentally on two well-known multichromophoric systems ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}): single LH2 complexes -- the famous natural antenna of purple bacteria, and single molecules of conjugated polymers (CPs, polyfluorene bis-vinylphenylene derivatives). The purpose of the study is twofold: (i) to see if the SFA measures high funneling efficiencies in LH2, which the scientific community knows as a perfect antenna, and (ii) to check whether a CP chain has a chance to compete with natural antenna systems. The applicability of 2D POLIM to assess the quality of individual light harvesting systems is supported by the very large energy funneling efficiencies obtained for LH2 complexes, as expected from the whole body of theoretical end experimental investigations of LH2. Further, the results demonstrate that despite the potential for efficient energy funneling in CPs, improvements towards a robust structural stability at an optimal configuration are needed to achieve the efficiency of natural antennas.

Two dimensional polarization imaging
====================================

In 2D POLIM a single object is excited by linearly polarized light and its fluorescence detected through an emission analyzer (polarizer, see Experimental setup and [Supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details). This way the fluorescence intensity *I* of the object is recorded as a function of both the excitation polarization plane orientation (*φ*~*ex*~) and the orientation of the emission analyzer (*φ*~*em*~).

This two dimensional function *I* (*φ*~*ex*~ , *φ*~*em*~) is called polarization portrait[@b27][@b30]. As described in the following paragraphs, the polarization portrait of a single system reflects the internal organization of its chromophores and the EET occurring among these chromophores (intra-EET).

General theory. 
================

Let us consider the response of a multichromophoric system, composed of N chromophores (dipoles). To simplify our discussion, let us assume that in each chromophore the transition dipole moments for fluorescence excitation and emission are collinear. Thus, the function *I* (*φ*~*ex*~ , *φ*~*em*~) can be expressed as:

where σ~i~ and α~i~ are the absorption cross section and in-plane orientation of the dipole *i*, respectively. Due to EET, the excited state initially created in dipole *i* can lead to the emission of a photon by a different dipole *k*. The dipole *k* has fluorescence quantum yield Φ~k~ and in plane orientation α~k~. *T*~ik~ is the transfer matrix, where each element of the matrix has values between 0 and 1, and designates the time averaged probability of an excited state created at chromophore *i* to end up in chromophore *k* due to EET. Note that the transfer matrix describes the EET process regardless of its nature (FRET or coherent wave-like motion).

Integration of the polarization portrait over one of the angles, *φ*~*ex*~ or *φ*~*em*~, leads to a cosine-like function (Malus's law) of the form: *I*~*0*~(1 + *M* cos\[2 (*φ* − *θ*) \])[@b27]. Where, *M* is the modulation depth and *θ* is the phase. *M* describes the degree of alignment of the transition dipole moments, and *θ* represents the main orientation axis. If the polarization portrait is integrated over the emission polarization angle *φ*~*em*~ the modulation depth and the phase reflect the polarization properties of the dipoles responsible for fluorescence excitation: *M*~*ex*~ and, *θ*~*ex*~. On the other hand, when the polarization portrait is integrated over the excitation angle *φ*~*ex*~ the modulation depth and phase reflect the polarization properties of the light emitting dipoles: *M*~*em*~, and *θ*~*em*~. Modulation depths and phases are parameters widely used in single molecule spectroscopy not only for obtaining structural information about the molecules but also for detecting EET[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39][@b40][@b41].

However, analyzing the full polarization portrait one can obtain quantitative information about EET that is inaccessible via the integrated parameters like polarization modulation depths and phases. How detailed this information about EET is, depends on the knowledge about the spatial arrangement (geometry) of the chromophores in the system. For example, for an antenna containing three chromophores of known orientation a complete picture about the relative EET rates between them can be obtained[@b27]. If nothing is known about the geometry and number of chromophores, then a phenomenological approach has to be used. So far two methods have been proposed: (i) one based in the average rotation angle between the excited and emissive states[@b27], and (ii) another based in a so-called single funnel approximation (SFA)[@b30]. The latter will be used in this study.

The single funnel approximation. 
=================================

The SFA is a simple and robust methodology to characterize the light harvesting properties of individual antennas. The principle behind the SFA is to express the polarization portrait as a linear combination of two components having a clear physical meaning: *A*---no energy transfer, and *B*---energy transfer. In general terms, the diagonal elements (*k* = *i*) of the transfer matrix *T*~ik~ describe the no energy transfer component *A*, while the off-diagonal elements describe the energy transfer component *B*.

In order to use this representation when the number, orientation, strength and fluorescence quantum yield of the chromophores are not known several approximations have to be made. These approximations are: (i) the EET drives the excitations towards a fixed set of chromophores called EET-emitter (a common pool of emitting states), (ii) the unknown N-dipole system is represented by a new group of standard dipoles with equal fluorescence excitation cross sections (σ^ex^ \~ σ × Φ), and (iii) each dipole transfers in average the same amount of energy towards the single EET-emitter (see [Supplementary Information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details).

In other words, the SFA assumes that each chromophore transfers *ε* of the total excitations to the EET-emitter while 1- *ε* remains at the initially excited chromophore ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The parameter *ε* is then called *energy funneling efficiency*[@b30]

where *A* and *B* describe the behavior of an independent group of chromophores and a single EET-emitter (energy funnel), respectively. For details about the fitting procedure of experimental data using equations [2](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [3](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [4](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} see [Supplementary Information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and ref. [@b30].

The EET-emitter is the energy acceptor of the multichromophoric system or the "tip" of the energy funnel, and is coupled to all absorbing states, directly or indirectly, by EET processes. It is very important to note that the EET-emitter can consist of more than one dipole transition. Therefore, the EET-emitter can possess any polarization degree (*M*~f~) from dipolar, *M*~f~ = 1, to isotropic, *M*~f~ = 0, while its main orientation is given by *θ*~f~.

For example, if a fraction *ε* of the absorbed energy is always transferred to a single chromophore, then this chromophore represents the common pool of emitting states, which has a dipolar emission. On the other hand, if the absorbed energy is transferred to a group of strongly coupled states that freely exchange excitation energy and thus fluorescence can be emitted from any one of them, then this group of coupled states represents the common pool of emitting states. In this case the polarization degree of the EET-emitter depends on the relative orientation of the emissive transition dipole moments that constitute the pool of emitting states.

Excitation energy transfer sensitivity. 
========================================

In order to illustrate the sensitivity of the SFA to EET processes, [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows qualitatively the behavior of *M*~*em*~ and *ε* as a function of the degree of alignment (ranging from 0 to 0.9 in the units of *M*~*ex*~) and the Förster-like EET rate, for a large ensemble of identical dipoles obtained by a computer simulation[@b42]. In the absence of EET, *ε* = 0 and *M*~*em*~ = *M*~*ex*~ because the excited and emitting chromophores are the same (independent chromophores). If EET occurs among the chromophores, then *M*~*ex*~ is not affected, *M*~*em*~ slightly increases relative to *M*~*ex*~ because of preferential energy migration towards chromophores oriented close to the main orientation axis[@b42], and *ε* increases towards one, being nearly independent on the degree of alignment. This trend for a large ensemble of dipoles can be seen as the average behavior expected for single multichromophoric systems. Note that *M*~*em*~ \> *M*~*ex*~ has been experimentally reported for many isolated multichromophoric systems[@b27][@b28][@b29][@b31][@b32][@b35][@b36][@b37][@b38][@b39].

Results
=======

To visualize the extent of EET in isolated PFBV, PFBV-Rtx and LH2 we will use the modulation depth correlation plots, *M*~*ex*~ vs. *M*~*em*~[@b37][@b39], and the histograms of funneling efficiency *ε* ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The LH2 complexes were investigated in two separate experiments with excitation wavelength at 800 nm and 850 nm, respectively. The funneling efficiency histograms presented in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} corresponds to those single molecules/complexes which polarization portraits could be successfully fitted by the SFA: 94% of the 181 isolated PFBV molecules, 85% of the 141 isolated PFBV-Rtx molecules, 91% of the 545 isolated LH2 complexes excited through the B800 ring, and 92% of the 410 isolated LH2 complexes excited through the B850 ring.

The small fraction of single molecules/complexes that could not be fitted were characterized by very low signal-to-noise ratios and/or unstable polarization properties. Note that antennas possessing strong blinking and photo bleaching cannot be analyzed because no polarization portrait can be constructed under these conditions. On the other hand, it is also possible that a single multichromophoric system cannot be fitted due to its multiple funnel behavior, for example containing two distinct domains of quite different configuration and EET properties. This occurred for few of the isolated PFBV and PFBV-Rtx chains.

In a modulation correlation plot, the larger the spread of the points from the diagonal the larger the extent of EET between differently oriented chromophores[@b27][@b31]. Particularly, points above the diagonal, the most common feature in our data ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}A-D), are the result of EET towards a pool of emissive states that are more aligned than those initially excited. Further, the *M*~*ex*~ distributions can be used to obtain information about the geometrical arrangement of the dipoles in the system and thus the structure of the multichromophoric system. In this regard, interpretation of the modulation correlation plots ([Fig. 4A--D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) have been extensively discussed in our previous works[@b37][@b39].

By looking at the modulation correlation plots and the histograms of *ε* ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), it is clear that each system is different in terms of their conformation (*M*~*ex*~) and EET properties. The *ε* histograms show that the LH2 complex is by far the best light harvesting antenna, and insulation of the PFBV-Rtx conjugated backbone seems to improve energy funneling compared to the unprotected PFBV.

Discussion
==========

Natural light-harvesting antennas---LH2
---------------------------------------

Any method designed to quantify the quality of a light-harvesting antenna should yield large efficiencies for LH2 complexes. This is because LH2 is a benchmark for light-harvesting as it possesses the photophysical properties desired of an antenna to be used in light-conversion devices. Indeed, 2D-POLIM in combination with the SFA showed *ε* ≈ 1 for individual LH2 complexes justifying the practical use of the method ([Fig. 4G,H](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

Let us discuss in more details the EET processes occurring within single LH2 complexes, which we probe in two separate experiments using excitation wavelength 800 nm or 850 nm. The LH2 complex has a hollow cylinder structure determined by X-ray crystallography (C9 symmetry, [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"})[@b43]. The pigments involved in the light capture are the bacteriochlorophylls a (*BChl a*). They are organized into two coaxial rings in the protein scaffold. These two rings are known as B800 (9 *BChl*) and B850 (18 *BChl*) named by their Qy absorption maximum ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The *BChl* molecules in the B800 ring are well-separated (≈20 Å), and thus each pigment can be seen as an individual chromophore. On the other hand, the distance and orientation between the more closely packed B850 pigments is such (≈9 Å) that they are excitonically coupled. The structure of the LH2 complex leads to EET from the B800 chromophores to the B850 excitonic states within \~1 ps[@b3][@b4][@b7][@b8].

In the LH2-B800 experiment we excited the individual pigments/chromophores of the B800 ring and collected emission from the B850 excitonic states ([Fig. 4G](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In these conditions, LH2s behave as systems with a single energy funnel: 93% of the complexes could be fitted by the SFA with *ε* \> 0.8. This indicates that the energy collected by the B800 chromophores is not only transferred to the B850 ring, but also is always emitted from the same pool of excitonic states of B850 (single EET-emitter).

The B800 to B850 transfer is enhanced by the coupling of the B800 *BChl*s with the nearly resonant B850 exciton levels[@b44]. The coupling is strengthened by the break-down of the point-dipole approximation for the interaction between the B800 and the excitons of B850 since the latter are spread out over many monomeric units[@b45]. Recently, coherence in this transfer step has been discussed based on time resolved single LH2 studies[@b33].

In the second experiment, 96% of LH2 excited at 850 nm could be fitted by the SFA with *ε* \> 0.8, [Fig. 4H](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. This shows that the B850 ring itself behaves as a single funnel. Excitation dynamics in the LH2 B850 ring is mainly determined by the strong interaction between *BChl a* molecules leading to delocalization of the excited states (Frenkel excitons)[@b46] over several chromophores. Very ordered systems with high resonance interactions, like organic crystals and J-aggregates, can possess coherent exciton diffusion[@b47]. However, this mainly occurs at low temperatures[@b48]. The dynamics in B850 has been well understood in terms of relaxation through the exciton manifold described by Redfield theory or its further modifications[@b2]. Since different exciton levels reside spatially in different positions of the B850 ring, the relaxation can be visualized as incoherent hopping from one group of the *BChls a* (donor) to another (acceptor)[@b11][@b13][@b49]. The narrow distribution of *ε* for B850 ([Fig. 4H](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) clearly states that EET between different exciton states is highly efficient and, in equilibrium, the emission is coming from the same pool of states independently of the initially excited ones (perfect energy funneling).

While the overall structure of the LH2 complex is preserved after the spin casting procedure, the 3D orientation of each complex in space is different. These orientational degrees of freedom are the main reason for the large spread of *M*~*ex*~ values observed for the individual LH2 complexes ([Fig. 4C,D](#f4){ref-type="fig"})[@b39][@b41]. Moreover, the emission of the B850 ring is in general more polarized than the fluorescence excitation of B800 and B850 (*M*~*em*~ \> *M*~*ex*~, [Fig. 4C,D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This means that the excitonic states that comprise the EET-emitter of B850 after full relaxation are, to some extent, more localized on a part of the ring than the absorbing states. Consistent with previous observations, this emission localization depends on the particular disorder of the individual LH2 complex, which must be stable over minutes[@b39]. Further, this indicates that the temperature-induced fluctuations at timescales shorter than 100 s do not completely blur the emission state localization.

Artificial light-harvesting antennas---CPs
------------------------------------------

Now the light-harvesting properties of the conjugated polymers PFBV and its analogue with insulated backbone PFBV-Rtx will be discussed. PFBV and PFBV-Rtx chains consist in average of 10 monomeric units ([Fig. 1A,B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which translates in an average backbone length of ≈18 nm. The delocalization of the π-electrons in the single chains is disrupted due to energetic and conformational disorder. This leads to the formation of individual chromophores in the conjugated backbone (spectroscopic units)[@b50]. These energetically similar chromophores are responsible for the observed absorption and emission features. Based on the typical conjugation length of CPs[@b31][@b37], we expect PFBV and PFBV-Rtx to have in average approximately five chromophores. After spin coating, the macroscopic shape of each individual chain is different. Therefore, the position and relative orientation of the chromophores varies from chain to chain, resulting in the large spread of *M*~ex~ values observed for both CPs ([Fig. 4A,B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

The funneling efficiency in PFBV-Rtx chains ([Fig. 4F](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) is larger than in PFBV chains ([Fig. 4E](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The main difference between the studied CPs is the presence of the insulating cyclodextrin groups around the PFBV-Rtx backbone ([Fig. 1A,B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the presence of the insulation somehow improves the 'communication' between chromophores in comparison with the 'bare' chain.

Previous single molecule fluorescence brightness studies have shown that the majority of the PFBV-Rtx chromophores actively contribute to the fluorescence excitation cross section of the chain[@b51]. On the other hand, the unprotected PFBV chains have about 2--4 times lower brightness due to the presence of static quenching. Further analysis of the differences between the modulation depth correlation plots of both polymers ([Fig. 4A,B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrated that the static quenching in PFBV is inhomogeneous through the backbone[@b37]. These studies concluded that around 50% of the PFBV chromophores are dark and do not contribute to the fluorescence excitation cross section. Interaction with the environment and peculiarities of chain conformation were suggested as possible reasons of this effect.

In this work we suggest that the reason behind the different energy funneling efficiencies of PFBV and PFBV-Rtx is the difference in the number of active chromophores between these two polymers. When all chromophores of a CP chain are 'active' the excitation energy can migrate both through long-range interactions (dipole-dipole-like) and through electronic wave function overlapping (tunneling) of  neighboring excited states. A 'dark' chromophore can be seen as e.g. a chain segment with completely different energy level than the rest of the chain. If such segment is present, it works as a spacer increasing the distances between donors and acceptors, and removing the tunneling transfer mechanism. Further, for a smaller number of chromophores, such as in PFBV, there is a larger number of spatial arrangements (orientation factor κ between chromophores) and energetic disorder realization (Förster spectral overlap) for which chromophores cannot efficiently exchange energy[@b52][@b53]. Obviously these effects hinder EET by making communication between the separated parts of the chain more difficult. Therefore, it is feasible that in PFBV there is a larger number of chain conformations that render the EET process inefficient due to the dipole moment orientation factor and the distances between chromophores in comparison to PFBV-Rtx where all chromophores are active.

There has been a different approach to study EET in isolated CPs based on the observed modulation depth of excitation, emission and the phase shifts[@b29]. In this approach the conformation of the polymer chains is calculated using Monte Carlo simulations, and then the EET within these conformations is calculated based on Förster theory. This approach potentially can give a full picture of the EET process. However, it relies on knowledge of the spatial arrangement of all chromophores, their energy levels, interactions and mechanisms of the energy transfer. Unfortunately, this microscopic information cannot be directly obtained through experiments. Here the SFA has a great advantage -- we do not need to know the details about the object organization and energy transfer mechanisms beforehand. We just check if the EET happens in a directional way or not using only directly observable parameters.

Comparison between artificial and natural antennas
--------------------------------------------------

From the *ε* histograms ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} E-H), it is clear that the natural antenna LH2 is by far a better light harvesting system than PFBV and PFBV-Rtx. This occurs despite the similar dimensions of all antenna systems: LH2 diameter is ≈6 nm[@b43] (rim length ≈ 19 nm) and the CPs are ≈18 nm long ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the B800 ring has a larger amount of chromophores than the CPs, while the later have larger excitation cross section (≈2 times) per chromophore. This translates into similar absorption capabilities for the B800 ring and the studied polymer molecules.

Note that the modulation correlation plot for PFBV-Rtx and LH2 ([Fig. 4B-D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) are not fundamentally different. Both systems possess a large spread of the points mostly above the diagonal, indicating the presence of EET towards a more anisotropic group of emissive states. This exemplifies that analyzing the relationship between *M*~*ex*~ and *M*~*em*~ alone is not sufficient to characterize the EET properties of light-harvesting antennas.

The distribution of funneling efficiencies for PFBV-Rtx is quite broad with about 63% of chains possessing *ε* \> 0.8 (compared to 95% for LH2) while almost no chains have *ε* \< 0.5. Even larger variation was observed for the non-insulated PFBV where a substantial fraction of the chains possessed negligible funneling efficiency (e.g. behaved as set of independent chromophores). The funneling efficiencies of PFBV-Rtx suggests that having closely packed chromophores with similar energies and large dipole moments does not lead in all cases to efficient energy funneling. The variations must be caused by spatial conformation and energetic disorder. In this case, contrary to LH2, the energy absorbed by different dipoles is not able to travel towards a common set of emission dipoles. Admittedly, the presence of individual polymers with large *ε* values shows that certain chain configurations lead to excellent energy funneling properties in these polymers.

Similar to CPs, each LH2 possesses random static disorder, which does not only arises from the random energetic differences between chromophores, but can also be the result of a distortion of the whole complex[@b26][@b40][@b54][@b55]. This disorder leads to the large spread of values away from the diagonal in the modulation correlation plot of the LH2 complexes, at both B800 and B850 excitation ([Fig. 4C,D](#f4){ref-type="fig"})[@b39]. It also reveals itself as variations of emission and excitation spectra of individual LH2s observed at low temperature[@b56][@b57][@b58]. Contrary to all mentioned properties, the funneling efficiency *ε* is always very close to unity. Therefore, contrasting CPs, the light-harvesting properties of the LH2 complex are remarkably independent of the disorder.

This stability of the light-harvesting properties is the biggest difference between the artificial and natural antennas studied. We attribute this difference to two factors: the spatial arrangement of the chromophores and the nature of the states that exchange energy.

Indeed, the cyclodextrin insulation of the conjugated backbone benefits the intra-EET by removing quenching processes as demonstrated by the comparison between PFBV and PFBV-Rtx[@b37][@b51]. However, the sophisticated machinery of the LH2 complex does not only protect the pigments from the environment (as cyclodextrin does for the polymer), but also keeps them at a particularly good spatial arrangement. This combination makes the LH2 complex a more robust light-harvesting antenna than the cyclodextrin insulated CP, PFBV-Rtx. Further, the EET in the LH2 complex occurs among partially delocalized exciton states. The energy exchange between these states can be facilitated by higher excitonic states that carry small dipole moment but are delocalized over larger segments of the ring, see ref. [@b48] and references therein. Such large density of states is not present in the case of the artificial antennas PFBV and PFBV-Rtx due to smaller inter-chromophoric coupling. These factors highlight the importance of structure optimization, in terms of the number and spatial arrangement of chromophores, for the production of efficient artificial light harvesting systems.

Conclusions
===========

We showed that the light-harvesting properties of individual natural and artificial antennas of completely different organizations can be characterized quantitatively by a parameter called 'energy funneling efficiency'. This new method is based on the 2D polarization imaging experiment and data analysis in the framework of the single funnel approximation.

This method, specially designed to assess homo-EET, is a further development of fluorescence anisotropy and linear dichroism concepts at the single molecule level. It successfully passed the benchmark test on individual LH2 complexes. These natural antennas possessed a funneling efficiency equal to unity.

Measurements on single conjugated polymers clearly demonstrated that just placing several chromophores with large dipole moment in a close proximity is not enough to ensure efficient energy funneling such as in LH2. Optimization of the spatial arrangement and absence of quenched chromophores is crucial for efficient energy funneling. We believe that conjugated polymer chains as antennas can be improved by combination of the conjugated backbone isolation from the environment (to avoid quenching) with robust structural stability of the optimal spatial configuration, as the Nature does by placing *BChl* molecules in the protein scaffold of LH2.

The main advantage of our method is that it does not require any prior knowledge of the antenna's organization. Therefore we expect it to have a wide-ranging impact on the study and design of light-harvesting antennas for photovoltaics and artificial photosynthesis.

Methods
=======

Sample preparation
------------------

### Single molecules samples of conjugated polymers

Nonpolar butanoylated polyrotaxane polyfluorene bis-vinylphenylene insulated by cyclodextrin (PFBV-Rtx) and its non-insulated counterpart PFBV were synthesized according to the previously published procedure ([Fig. 1A,B](#f1){ref-type="fig"})[@b59]. These CPs were both on average 18 nm long (10 monomer units). PFBV-Rtx possessed a threading ratio: 0.8 cyclodextrin per distyrylbenzene unit, which corresponds to a high level of insulation. The preparation of single molecule samples of both CPs was reported before[@b37]. PFBV and PFBV-Rtx single chains were dispersed onto quartz substrates using polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) as polymer matrix.

### Single molecules samples of LH2

The bacterial light-harvesting complex LH2 ([Fig. 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) of *Rps. acidophila* strain 10050 was isolated as reported elsewhere[@b60]. The preparation of isolated LH2 complexes on a glass coverslip has been described previously[@b41]. A solution containing LH2 complexes was deoxygenated by adding an oxygen scavenging system, mixed with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and dispersed onto a glass coverslip.

Experimental setup
------------------

Single molecules/complexes were studied using a home-built wide-field fluorescence microscope based on an Olympus IX-71 inverted microscope. For two dimensional polarization imaging the microscope is equipped with an excitation polarization control unit and an emission polarization analyzer as reported before[@b27][@b30]. Isolated PFBV and PFBV-Rtx were excited using the 458 nm output of an Ar-ion laser; LH2 complexes were excited at 800 nm and 850 nm by a CW Ti:Sapphire laser ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases the excitation light was filtered by a suitable band-pass filter. Isolated CPs and complexes were measured over 1--2 minutes with an average excitation power density of 7 Wcm^−2^ and 2 kWcm^−2^, respectively. All 2D-POLIM measurements were done under an oxygen free atmosphere (nitrogen), see refs [@b37],[@b39] and [Supplementary Information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details.
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![Artificial and natural light-harvesting antennas under study.\
Chemical structures of (**A**) PFBV (n \~ 10), (**B**) PFBV-Rtx (n \~ 10)[@b51][@b59]. PFBV-Rtx was obtained by first threading the conjugated moieties into cyclodextrin macrocycles and then polymerizing these units. Therefore, the cyclodextrin rings have no covalent bonds with the conjugated core of PFBV-Rtx. The transition dipole moments of CPs lie preferentially along the direction of the conjugated backbone. This property has been used extensively in single molecule experiments to relate the polarization properties of CPs to their chain conformation[@b25][@b29][@b31][@b35][@b36][@b37]. (**C**) Spatial configuration of the bacteriochlorophyll a (BChl a) molecules in LH2. The pigments form two concentric rings B800 (orange) and B850 (red) named after their characteristic absorption wavelength. Black arrows illustrate the direction of the transition dipoles in the bacteriochlorophyll molecules. (**D**) Absorption (dashed lines) and emission (solid lines) spectra of PFBV (black), PFBV-Rtx (green) and LH2 (red). Note that only the low-energy part (λ \> 700 nm) of the LH2 absorption spectrum is shown for clarity. Further, the fluorescence of PFBV has been scaled relative to PFBV-Rtx to illustrate the larger brightness of PFBV-Rtx molecules. Excitation wavelengths (458, 800 and 850 nm) are indicated by vertical lines.](srep15080-f1){#f1}

![Energy funneling efficiency (ε) determination in the single funnel approximation.\
(**A**) Representative example of a polarization portrait decomposition. The polarization portrait is presented as a linear combination of two components: 'Independent Chromophores' and 'Single Funnel'. In the former (**B**) the excited and emitting chromophores are the same, while in the latter (**C**) the absorbing states transfer their energy to a single pool of emissive states, (EET-emitter), which emits fluorescence. The parameter ε determines the contribution of the 'Single Funnel' component to the whole signal. *θ*~*ex*~ is the main orientation of the dipoles responsible for fluorescence excitation. *θ*~*f*~ is the main orientation of the EET-emitter.](srep15080-f2){#f2}

![2D-POLIM parameters M~em~ and ε as a function of the degree of alignment and Förster-like EET transfer rate for a large ensemble of identical dipoles[@b42].\
The degree of alignment, which is dependent on the angular distribution of the dipoles, is expressed in the units of *M*~ex~ for simplicity. Green curves were calculated in the absence of EET.](srep15080-f3){#f3}

![Excitation energy transfer characterization.\
Modulation depth in excitation and emission correlation plots (**A--D**)[@b37][@b39] and funneling efficiency (ε) distribution histograms (**E--H**) for each studied antenna. For the LH2 complexes, excitation wavelength is indicated.](srep15080-f4){#f4}
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